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YOUR MONTHLY HIGHLIGHTS
The best books for AUGUST as chosen by Australia’s leading booksellers

ADULT FICTION
The Diplomat
Chris Womersley

The Unbelieved
Vikki Petraitis

Salt and Skin
Eliza Henry-Jones

PICADOR AUSTRALIA
TPB $32.99

ALLEN & UNWIN
TPB $32.99

ULTIMO PRESS
TPB $32.99

Five years after his
involvement in the
theft of Picasso’s The
Weeping Woman,
Edward Degraves is
out of detox and heading to Melbourne for a
fresh start. He needs to make one last visit to
The Diplomat, a seedy site for drug addicts
and eccentrics, and take stock of the grief
and regret that dwells within. A deft take on
failure and redemption by the award winning
author of Bereft and Cairo.

When Senior Detective
Antigone Pollard
has a case go
catastrophically wrong,
she requests a transfer
to her hometown of
Deception Bay. A month into her new life she
is targeted by a would-be rapist, but when
she reports the incident no one believes her.
Antigone finds the women of Deception Bay
are scared and no help is forthcoming. But
that is about to change because, this time,
Antigone is not going to make any mistakes.

Following the death
of her husband, Luda
Managan decides to
relocate with her two
teenagers Min and
Darcy to live on a remote
Scottish island in the North Sea. While they
each deal with the loss and subsequent move
in different ways, their lives end up becoming
entwined with the myths and histories of the
area, including witch trials and magic.

Electric and Mad
and Brave
Tom Pitts

The Last White
Man
Mohsin Hamid

All That’s Left
Unsaid
Tracey Lien

PICADOR AUSTRALIA
TPB $34.99

HAMISH HAMILTON
HB $32.99

HQ
TPB $32.99

An incredible and moving
debut that observes the
tortures of all-consuming
young love. Recovering
from a breakdown in a mental health facility,
Matt Lacey writes the story of his adolescence
and the pain and love that shaped his life. A
beautiful exploration of the passion of youth,
the attendant helplessness of love and the
realisation that the past never really leaves us.

Anders wakes to find that
his white skin has turned
brown and experiences
an immediate change—
both overt and covert—in the way friends and
strangers react to him. Reports surface of other
white people turning dark skinned, and society
falters as fear and anger spread. ‘Otherness’
and our reactions to it fuel this powerful
reflection on bigotry, enduring structures, and
our fear of change.

Ky Tran returns home
to Cabramatta for the
funeral of her younger
brother who has been
brutally murdered. With the police stumped,
Ky tracks down witnesses herself, determined
to find answers. This compelling debut is
both a study of the effects of inherited trauma
and social discrimination, and a compulsively
readable literary thriller that expertly holds the
reader in its grip until the final page.

Isaac and the Egg
Bobby Palmer

Nimblefoot
Robert Drewe

Life Ceremony
Sayaka Murata

HEADLINE REVIEW
TPB $32.99

HAMISH HAMILTON
AUSTRALIA
TPB $32.99

GRANTA
TPB $29.99

A young man walks
into the woods on the
worst morning of his life
and finds something
there that will change
everything. It’s a tale that
might seem familiar, but how it speaks to you
will depend on how you’ve lived until now.
This hopeful, compelling and imaginative
novel shows that sometimes, to get out of the
woods, you have to go into them.

At the age of ten, Johnny
Day became Australia’s
first sporting hero.
Masterfully brought to
life by Robert Drewe,
Nimblefoot is an adventure story, a comingof-age classic, a manhunt and a thriller,
laying claim to the young Ballarat horseman’s
rightful place in Australia’s illustrious sporting
history. What befell Johnny Day isn’t known,
but Drewe’s imagination and craft has done
him justice.

This is the eagerly
anticipated story
collection from the
wildly bizarre and
fantastically talented
author of Convenience Store Woman, Sayaka
Murata. Mixing taboo-breaking body horror
with feminist revenge fables, old ladies who
love each other, and young women who
find empathy and transformation in unlikely
places, Life Ceremony is an exhilarating read
from contemporary Japan.

NON-FICTION
COOK Karen
Martini
HARDIE GRANT
BOOKS
HB $100.00

Karen Martini
shares a lifetime
of cooking, eating
and learning
about food in Cook. This deeply personal
collection bursts with dishes reflecting the
richly diverse world of food, as told through
Karen’s unrivalled understanding of how
we eat today. Always a favourite for her
approachable style and delicious recipes,
this is the perfect kitchen companion both for
new and experienced cooks.

A Guide to
Creatures in Your
Neighbourhood
The Urban Field
Naturalist Project
MURDOCH BOOKS
PB $32.99

What is an Urban Field
Naturalist? This fabulous
book explains all and should inspire you to
become a naturalist too. Filled with advice
on how to chronicle your nature encounters
and minimise the harm you can cause. These
pages contain a wide range of personal
observations of the creatures in our urban
spaces. Join the movement.

Around the
Table
Julia Busuttil
Nishimura
PLUM
PB $44.99

The latest
cookbook by
beloved home
cook Julia Busuttil Nishimura. With recipes
ranging from quick, flavourful meals for busy
weeknights to simple indulgences for summer
feasts, Around the Table perfectly matches
dishes to time and place. It demonstrates yet
again Julia’s knowledge and understanding
of the power of food to bring people together!

Epic Hikes of
Australia and
New Zealand
Lonely Planet
LONELY PLANET
HB $44.99

Epic Hikes of
Australia and
New Zealand
covers fifty of Australia and New Zealand’s
most rewarding treks and trails. From the
Routeburn Track in New Zealand’s South
Island to the Cape to Cape walk in Western
Australia’s Leeuwin-Naturaliste National Park,
this must-have guide covers a huge variety of
themes and experiences across routes that
range from one day walks to multi-day treks.
For experienced hikers and novices alike.

A Question of Age
Jacinta Parsons
ABC BOOKS
TPB $34.99

ABC radio journalist
Jacinta Parsons has
written a book for every
woman experiencing the
unavoidable process of
aging. Parsons looks at
what it means in today’s society for a woman
to age and how we adjust to our new place
in a world that tries to make us invisible.
Parsons suggests instead of going quietly
into our dotage this is the time we should take
stock and look to the future.

Chasing Wrongs
and Rights
Elaine Pearson
SCRIBNER
TPB $34.99

The Australia Director
of Human Rights Watch
shares her experiences
defending human
rights—from human trafficking in Nepal to
the ‘drug war’ in the Philippines to treatment
of detainees in Papua New Guinea and in
Australia. Deeply informative and inspiring,
Elaine Pearson’s story will leave you
understanding how much needs to change,
and how individuals can make a difference.

CHILDREN & YA
The Book of
Wondrous
Possibilities
Deborah Abela

Big World,
Tiny World:
Reef
Jess Racklyeft

Sadie Starr’s
Guide to Starting
Over
Miranda Luby

PUFFIN AUSTRALIA
PB $16.99

AFFIRM PRESS
HB $19.99

TEXT PUBLISHING
PB $22.99

Arlo Goodman lives
with his Uncle Avery in
a run-down flat above
their bookshop. He keeps to himself, and his
only friend is a pet mouse, Herbert. That is
until a girl called Lisette bursts into the shop
and begs him to hide her from a murderer.
Arlo is swept up into an adventure involving
kidnappers, car chases and a battle against
a dragon. A fast-paced magical adventure
story full of possibilities!

Dive down to the
reef and explore
the many worlds
that exist underwater, from dolphins that soar
up above to nudibranchs that skim the ocean
floor. Swim through the big worlds and tiny
worlds of the reef, observe the beauty of the
colourful coral, and delight in the busy lives of
all who live above, below and within. This book
is a stunning ode to our natural treasures and
the interconnectedness of our worlds.

Sadie Starr really wants
to be a better version
of herself. So, when the
family moves interstate for her dad’s work,
she sees this as the perfect opportunity to
start over and this time she’s going to be
perfect. She quickly discovers that life at
her new school might be just as messy as
the high-school dramas she’s left behind. A
celebration of the imperfections that make us
human. 14+

